Results | The LTL (expressed in the telomere repeat copy number to the single gene copy number ratio) remained unchanged during and after the OC intake. In contrast, the LTL doubled while taking PioFluMet and returned to baseline after the PioFluMet intake was stopped (Figure). The LTL changes across treatment groups during 18 months related inversely to fasting insulinemia, body fat fraction by dual energy x-ray absorptiometry, and visceral and hepatic adiposity by magnetic resonance imaging (all r values were between −0.53 and −0.57; all P values were between 0.002 and 0.007). The ratio of circulating neutrophils to lymphocytes was first similar in treatment groups and remained similar in and between groups across 24 months. Note-worthy adverse effects were not encountered in either treatment group.5

Discussion | Prolonged insulin sensitization (with PioFluMet) is emerging as a first approach with antiaging effects and includes a slow marked reversible increment of LTL in adolescent girls with HIAE.

A comparably marked LTL increment was reported on initiating the treatment with sitagliptin in older Chinese adults with type 2 diabetes mellitus.5 In that study, telomere lengths were in the subnormal range at the start of treatment and increased to a healthy range within 2 months in parallel with improved glucose level control. In our young study population, telomere lengths were in the healthy range at the start of treatment and increased to the supranormal range after a longer intervention (12 to 18 months) in the absence of diabetes mellitus.

Future studies should disclose whether other insulin-sensitizing interventions (such as thiamamide being replaced by spironolactone) can also elicit telomere lengthening in late adolescence and whether telomerase activity is up-regulated, either indirectly by a less adipose and more insulin-sensitive state or directly by components, such as pioglitazone, that can up-regulate the transcription of telomerase reverse transcriptase.6 Nevertheless, we may be closer to understanding why some insulin-sensitive women stay forever young.
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A Living Systematic Review of Nebulized Hypertonic Saline for Acute Bronchiolitis in Infants

Grewal and Klassen1 in JAMA Pediatrics note the frustrations in interpreting evidence about bronchiolitis. Evidence is spread across a prior meta-analysis and other trials. The Grewal and Klassen editorial1 encourages living systematic reviews that are updated as new trials emerge. We use the topic of nebulized hypertonic saline for bronchiolitis to propose the method of a living systematic review.

Methods | In this meta-analysis, we started by including the same trials in the Cochrane review by Zhang et al.2 We then searched for newer trials in the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials and articles in Web of Science that cited the Zhang et al study.2 Our methods are detailed online at the living review (http://openmetaanalysis.github.io/Hypertonic-Saline-for-Bronchiolitis/).

Results | We identified 11 new trials (4 only available at http://clinicaltrials.gov).3 The meta-analysis showed that hypertonic saline significantly reduced the length of stay (LOS) among hospitalized infants. Heterogeneity was largely owing to variation in LOS in the control groups of trials. Benefit was confined to studies with a long LOS; however, even within this group study, results of recent trials were negative. Among infants given multiple doses, symptoms were improved and hospitalization was reduced. Forest plots, meta-regressions, and risk of bias assessment are available online. Quality of evidence as assessed by the GRADEprofiler was low owing to imprecision and other factors detailed in the GRADEprofiler online.

Discussion | Prior research was comprehensively summarized by the Cochrane review. The addition of the newer trials attenuated the results of all outcomes. However, all outcomes were statistically significant owing to reduction in hospitalization in the subgroup analysis of infants who received multiple doses of treatment. The reduction in LOS was confined to older trials with a longer LOS. We rated the quality of evidence lower than the Cochrane review. This is likely owing to...
Box. Living Systematic Review Opportunities

**Knowledge Creation**
Living reviews may accompany requests for funding or ethics approval to justify proposed research.
Living reviews may accompany manuscripts during peer review to place research in context.
Living reviews can be done by nontrialists when a trial that is not accompanied by a systematic review is published and affects a body of evidence.
Living reviews may encourage collaboration by reducing barriers to contributions by individuals.

**Medical Education**
Living reviews or updates to reviews that consist of a few trials may be authored by supervised trainees.
Living reviews may help teach numeracy by assessing the change in outcomes and heterogeneity after adding new studies.
Living reviews may teach epistemological concepts if the methods of GRADE and QUADAS-2 are used.
Living reviews may provide up-to-date content for tertiary educational publications, such as wikis. This is supported by GNU General Public Licensing.
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Available evidence, although low quality, suggests that hypertonic saline for bronchiolitis decreases the LOS for hospitalized children and may reduce symptoms and the rate of hospitalization. We encourage colleagues to help maintain this review, create other reviews, and advance the methods of living systematic reviews. Analyses and figures will be updated at [http://openmetaanalysis.github.io/Hypertonic-Saline-for-Bronchiolitis/](http://openmetaanalysis.github.io/Hypertonic-Saline-for-Bronchiolitis/) as new trials are published.
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downgrading evidence according to criteria listed in our summary of findings table and methods ([http://openmetaanalysis.github.io/Hypertonic-Saline-for-Bronchiolitis/](http://openmetaanalysis.github.io/Hypertonic-Saline-for-Bronchiolitis/)). The small number of patients studied limit both generalizability and the certainty of conclusions.

This topic validates the Grewal and Klassen recommendation for living systematic reviews. Further, a practice guideline and meta-analysis on the same topic were published this year and neither included the newer trials. Living reviews provide opportunities (Box) to advance knowledge creation, discourage unnecessary trials, and prevent under-recognition of prior research by trialists and authors. In addition, living reviews may help medical education via experiential learning (Box).

Repositories of living systematic reviews may be hosted at GitHub ([http://openmetaanalysis.github.io/](http://openmetaanalysis.github.io/)), as we did, or at the Systematic Review Data Repository ([http://srdr.ahrq.gov/](http://srdr.ahrq.gov/)). GitHub provides web hosting and sharing repositories with version control. In addition, it offers wikis, issue tracking, communication, and social networking features that facilitate rapid collaborative knowledge work. Beyond sharing code, GitHub now hosts projects ranging from simple documents to complex governmental legislation.

Methods for living systematic reviews will evolve both technically and procedurally. For example, should open repositories include exhaustive interpretations of data? We propose that repositories should focus on the data and then link to interpretations of data in journals or tertiary publications, such as online textbooks and wikis. How can living reviews be designed to complement rather than compete with exhaustive reviews published by Cochrane and others? One solution is that when the published review is current, the living review will indicate there are no recent trials and link to the exhaustive review.